Quick Installation Guide
Ensure that the installation and wiring comply with all applicable codes and other application requirements.
For indoor use only. Do not place in wet or exposed areas.
Refer all service to qualified service personnel.
Installation
Move the cabinet to its intended location.
Install the female end of the A.C. mains line cord (provided in the parts box) with the IEC power connector
located on the rear of the cabinet. Install the male end a properly grounded power outlet.
Place the cabinet in its final position, taking care to ensure that ventilation openings are not blocked and the
cords and cables are not pinched.
Adjust the four cabinet leg levelers down such that the cabinet is level and does not move or rock. Ensure
that the cabinet wheels are raised up from the floor and are not supporting the cabinet.
Turn the cabinet power switch in back to “ON.”
Topper Installation
Attach the 2 pieces of the topper in the correct order using the provided screws and nuts. The smaller coins
go first, then the skull.
Plug together the two wire connectors for each piece to the cabinet wires on top.

Configuration
Open the coin door and press the “TEST” button.
Use the TAKE and CONTINUE buttons to move up and down. Use STOP to select the appropriate option.
Set pricing, location, and other options as required
Normal pricing for prize redemption is $1 a play. The coin meter clicks with every PLAY coined up.
Small Prizes are located on the first four (1-4) rungs. These are NOT percentaged at all. We suggest prizes
with a $0.15 to $0.25 cent price average. Most people will skip these and try for Medium or Large prizes
Medium prizes are on rungs 5 and 6. Large Prizes are on 7, and 8. (If mediums are turned on)
Our best earning machines have Medium prizes set to OFF. This causes players to go for the Large prize
every time after passing on the small prize.
We suggest Large prize Values in the $100 to $200 range. (ipod nano, ipod touch, Nintendo DS or Sony PSP)
Medium Prizes (if on) $5 - $10 gift cards work well.
Make sure to set the values of the Small, Medium and Large in the Prize Adjustments Menu or percentaging
may not work correctly. Please clear prize audits after setting up the values for accuracy
We recommend keeping the payout around 25 – 30%

(Configuration Continued)
With Medium set to OFF, spindles 5,6,7 and 8 are all LARGE prizes now. Place 1 large prize per spindle.
(5,6,7,8)
Remove the security rods in the spindles by turning them clockwise. Place prizes, and replace security rod.
Make sure the security rod is ABOVE the prize hooks, so the prizes can fall down when they reach the end.
A good rule of thumb is to put the large prizes about 3 loops back, medium every other loop.
Zip ties work very well for hanging prizes as well as the sticky hangers we have included. We do not
recommend string, rope, or bag handles as they can wrap around the prize spindles.
After placing a few prizes, replace the security rod, and test to make sure you have the prizes correctly
installed. You can test by winning a small prize, or use the motor test in the diagnostics menu.
Select “Exit” at the bottom of the menu to return to normal operation.

Manager Prize Tracker and Key
For operators that want to give someone at the location some reassurance. You can give the manager one of
the keys that goes to the top lock at the front of the cabinet just above the coin door. With a simple turn, it will
show the date and times of games played, as well as prizes won or games lost. This is a great feature if you
have issues with clients claiming they won a prize. Now your manager can confirm whether or not a prize had
been missed.

(See the full Pirates Booty Manual for Menu Navigation and Descriptions online at our webpage
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